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!!!August 2016 Cisco Official News!!! CCNP Security 300-209 SIMOS: Implementing Cisco Secure Mobility Solutions (SIMOS)
Exam Questions Updated Today! Instant Free Download 300-209 SIMOS PDF & 300-209 SIMOS VCE Dumps from
Braindump2go.com!100% Pass Guaranteed!100% Real Exam Questions! NEW QUESTION 81 - NEW QUESTION 90: 1.|2016/08
Latest 300-209 SIMOS PDF & 300-209 SIMOS VCE 237Q&As: http://www.braindump2go.com/300-209.html2.|2016/08 Latest
300-209 SIMOS SISAS Exam Questions PDF:
https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=0B272WrTALRHcRmVtQ29JNWk3Nzg&usp=sharing QUESTION 81When you are
configuring a DMVPN network, which tunnel mode should you use for the hub router configuration? A. GRE multipointB.
classic point-to-point GREC. IPsec multipointD. nonbroadcast multiaccess Answer: A QUESTION 82Which Cisco IOS feature
provides secure, on-demand meshed connectivity? A. Easy VPNB. IPsec VPNC. mGRED. DMVPN Answer: D QUESTION
83Which of these is true regarding tunnel configuration when deploying a Cisco ISR as a DMVPN hub router? A. Only one tunnel
can be created per tunnel source interface.B. Only one tunnel can be created and should be associated with a loopback interface for
dynamic redundancyC. The GRE tunnel key is used to encrypt the traffic going through the tunnel through the hub.D. You can
run multiple parallel DMVPNs on the hub router, but each tunnel requires a unique tunnel key. Answer: D QUESTION 84When you
are configuring a hub-and-spoke DMVPN network, which tunnel mode should you use for the spoke router configuration? A. GRE
multipointB. Classis point-to-point GREC. IPsec multipointD. Nonbroadcast multiaccess Answer: A QUESTION 85With
Cisco ASA active/standby failover, by default, how many monitored interface failures will cause failover to occur? A. 1B. 2C.
3D. 4E. 5 Answer: A QUESTION 86Which two statements about the running configuration of the Cisco ASA are true? (Choose
Two) A. The auto NAT configuration causes all traffic arriving on the inside interface destined to any outside destinations to be
translated with dynamic port address transmission using the outside interface IP address.B. The Cisco ASA is using the Cisco
ASDM image from disk1:/asdm-642.binC. The Cisco ASA is setup as the DHCP server for hosts that are on the inside and outside
interfaces.D. SSH and Cisco ASDM access to the Cisco ASA requires AAA authentication using the LOCAL user database.E.
The Cisco ASA is using a persistent self-signed certified so users can authenticate the Cisco ASA when accessing it via ASDM
Answer: AE QUESTION 87Which option lists the main tasks in the correct order to configure a new Layer 3 and 4 inspection policy
on the Cisco ASA appliance using the Cisco ASDM Configuration > Firewall > Service Policy Rules pane? A. 1. Create a class
map to identify which traffic to match.2. Create a policy map and apply action(s) to the traffic class(es).3. Apply the policy map to
an interface or globally using a service policy.B. 1. Create a service policy rule.2. Identify which traffic to match.3. Apply
action(s) to the traffic.C. 1. Create a Layer 3 and 4 type inspect policy map.2. Create class map(s) within the policy map to identify
which traffic to match.3. Apply the policy map to an interface or globally using a service policy.D. 1. Identify which traffic to
match.2. Apply action(s) to the traffic.3. Create a policy map.4. Apply the policy map to an interface or globally using a service
policy. Answer: B QUESTION 88By default, how does a Cisco ASA appliance process IP fragments? A. Each fragment passes
through the Cisco ASA appliance without any inspections.B. Each fragment is blocked by the Cisco ASA appliance.C. The
Cisco ASA appliance verifies each fragment and performs virtual IP re-assembly before the full IP packet is forwarded out.D. The
Cisco ASA appliance forwards the packet out as soon as all of the fragments of the packet have been received. Answer: C
QUESTION 89Which other match command is used with the match flow ip destination-address command within the class map
configurations of the Cisco ASA MPF? A. match tunnel-groupB. match access-listC. match default-inspection-trafficD.
match portE. match dscp Answer: A QUESTION 90Which Cisco ASA configuration is used to configure the TCP intercept
feature? A. a TCP mapB. an access listC. the established commandD. the set connection command with the
embryonic-conn-max optionE. a type inspect policy map Answer: D !!!RECOMMEND!!! Braindump2go 2016/08 New Cisco
300-209 SIMOS Exam VCE and PDF 237Q&As Dumps Download:http://www.braindump2go.com/300-209.html [100% 300-209
Exam Pass Promised!] 2016/08 Cisco 300-209 SIMOS New Questions and Answers PDF:
https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=0B272WrTALRHcRmVtQ29JNWk3Nzg&usp=sharing
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